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Abst rac t - - ln  this paper, we developed two methods to solve the inverse problem of a nonlinear 
integro-differential equation. Both methods are based on the principle of invariant imbedding. The 
first method involves two auxiliary integro-differential equations. The inverse problem is solved by 
a sequence of approximation solutions of linear equations. The second method involves algebraic 
equations of scattering matrices under the so-called star-product. An application to a radiative 
transfer problem such as correction of atmospheric effects on remote sensing is discussed. (~) 1999 
Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The technique developed by Richard Bellman, the so-called invariant embedding technique [1], has 
many powerful applications. Many are included in a book by Wing [2]; for additional applications, 
see [3,4]. All previous applications may be called direct problems; for details, see the next 
section. For example, Wing's analysis for neutron transport [2], Bellman and Kalabas' work on 
propagation i  an inhomogeneous obstacle [5], Redheffer's transmission line theory and reflection 
of frosted glass [6], and Chandrasekhar's original work on radiative transfer [7]. 
The works presented here involve solutions of inverse problems; see the next section for details. 
The inverse problems also have many physical applications as stated above. However, for 
demonstration, this paper is limited to radiative transfer. It was the problem area at which the 
original invariant imbedding idea was developed. The immediate application is the correction of 
atmospheric effects on remote sensing. 
2. THE INVERSE PROBLEM 
In many scattering processes [3,4], the right-hand reflection coefficient p satisfies an integro- 
differential equation of the form 
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0 (z; (2, -n0)  a (z; D, f/0) + ~ P (z; f/, -D')  d (z; - f / ' ,  - f /0) dD' 
~zz p = 
+ / b(z;f/,f/")p(z;f/",-f/o) dD" (2.1) 
./2 7Y 
+ ~ ~o(z;D,-D")c(z;-a",a')p(z;D',-Do) eD' eD", 
where z is the optical depth, +D = (=t=0, V~) with cos 0 = v the cosine of the polar angle, and V~ the 
azimuthal angle, a, b, c, and d are z dependent medium coefficients. Values of these functions 
are elements of some abstract operators which depend on a particular application. The direct 
problem is to solve p at z = h in equation (2.1) subject o the initial condition 
p (0; D, -f /0) = k (f/, - f /0) .  (2.2) 
THE INVERSE PROBLEM. The reflection p is known at z = h and a, b, c, and d are given for all 
values of 0 < z < h to solve for k(D, -D0). 
It is obvious that equation (2.1) is a Riccati's type nonlinear, and the usual linear analysis does 
not apply here even for the direct problem. The inverse problem inherits this difficulty, and it is 
even more complicated than the direct problem, in theory, as well as in computation. 
A special case of interest is that 
k (D, -f /0) --- 0. (2.3) 
Then p = P0 is called a solution of Chandrasekhar's problem on the free space solution, i.e., the 
boundary has no reflection. Problems under consideration are "invariant imbedding", because 
the right-hand reflection satisfies the same equation independent of the boundary condition, i.e., 
the medium properties a, b, c, and d are invariant with respect o boundary condition k. 
Two distinct solutions are present in the following sections for our inverse problem, namely, 
the differential operator solution and the star-products solution. 
3. DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION SOLUTION 
This method to solve the inverse problem is based on constructing two auxiliary equations and 
obtaining approximation solutions for k. 
Let us consider the following auxiliary equations: 
°zr(Z;D, Do) = f~, r(z,D,D')b(z;a', f/o)~D' 
(3.1) f f 
+ J2~ J2~ ~ (z; D, f/')p (z; D',-f/") c(z;-D", f/0) df/' dD" 
and 
-g~(z ; -D , -ao)  = d(z; -D,-a' )e(z; -D' , -ao) eD' 
(3.2) 
+/~/~ c (z;-f/, a'),~ (~; f/',-f/") ~ (z;-f/", ao)dD' df/", 
where p and/5 are solutions of (3.1) with initial conditions, respectively, k and/¢. Initial conditions 
for T and @ are 
T (0; D, ~0) = ~ (0; -D,  -~0)  = E = identity. (3.3) 
After a long but trivial computation, it follows that 
0 {T (z; D, D0) [p (z; D, -D0) - ~ (z; D, -D0)] ~ (z; - f / ,  -f/0)} = 0, 
Oz 
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that is, the operator in the { } is independent of z. In particular, we choose z = 0 and 
k(Ft,-f~o) - O. Then 
T (z; a, a0) [; (z; a, -a0)  - po (z; a, -ao)] (z; -a , -ao)  = k (a, -ao) .  (3.4) 
Even if p(z; f~, ~o) is given, say from measurement, and po(z; ~,- f~o) can be solved from the 
Chandrasekhar's problem, we still have to solve T and ~ in order to have solution k for the 
inverse problem. Actually T depends upon p which in turn depends upon k. However, ~ is a 
function of P0 which has nothing to do with k. We established the following procedure. 
Step 1. Assume k0 = k0(fl, f~). 
Step 2. Compute Pl by the linearized equation (2.1), i.e., the p in double integral is replaced 
by k0 with initial value k0. 
Step 3. Compute T1 by replacing p by Pl in equation (3.1) and initial condition (3.3). 
Step 4. Obtain kl in equation (3.4), where T and p are replaced, respectively, by T1 and Pl- 
Step 5. Repeat this process to obtain k2, k3 . . . . .  
This process does not involve nonlinear integro-differential equations. All equations are linear 
with initial values. The uniqueness and the existence of solutions for bounded linear operators is 
well known. Then kn converges uniformly to a desired k. 
4. STAR-PRODUCT SOLUTION 
The star-product was developed by Redheffer [6] who characterizes the algebra nd differential 
on scattering matrices of a media 
where t and ~ are left and right transmission operators and r and p are corresponding reflection 
operators. Based on the principle of invariant imbedding, Redheffer established that 
t2(E - p l r2)- l t l  P2 Jr t2Pl(E - r2Pl)-l'r2 '~ 
$1 * $2 = (4.2) 
rl + "rlr2(E - plr2)-ltl "rl(E - r2Pl)-l'r2 ] ' 
where 
( P')  i=  1,2, (4.3) S i= t~ 
ri ~'i 
and 81 * 82 denotes the scattering matrix of the two combined mediums. 
Under the operator *, the operators in 8i are invariant when they are assembled. In order for 
the • operation to be mathematically meaningful, we assume that 
(E - plr2) -1 = E + plr2 Jr (plr2) (pit2) J r ' "  (4.4) 
convergence uniformly. Physically, if this series does not converge, the system reaches a "critical 
state". Therefore, we have excluded the critical state case. The convergence is guaranteed if S, 
are dissipative, see [8]. 
In case Pl = k, then 
S1 * $2  --- _ , 
where the blank entries are irrelevant and 
R(k) = P2 + t2k (E - r2k) -1 v2. (4.61 
We may interpret hat R(k) is the overall reflection. The computation of R(k) is related to oul 
so-called direct problem. 
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For the inverse problem, we are interested in solving k when R(k) is given. Let us write 
$2 = S(0, h) to signify that $2 has optical thickness extending from z = 0 to z = h. The 
interval [0, h] is partitioned by [0, Zl, z2,...  , zn = h], and we denote Sn = S(zn-1, Zn). Then it 
follows from * product properties that 
S(O, h) = $1 * S~. . . ,  S,, (4.7) 
and upon substitution into equation (4.5), we obtain 
= S1 * S2""  * S~ * _ , (4.8) 
where S~ can be expressed by 
S~ = E + d, 
with a, b, c, and d medium coefficients at 5i 6 [zi-1, z~] and Az~ = z~ - zi-1. For approximation, 
we drop the term o(Az~). The approximation error decreases when Az, --, 0 or the variations of 
medium coefficients are small with respect o z. Since medium coefficients are bounded operators, 
S, is near identity when Az, is small. This property provides the existence of S~ -1 under the • 
product. Hence, in principle, equation (4.8) can be solved for k in terms of R(k). 
In practice, .-product is difficult to compute. The A operation is introduced, 
-t-,p 
= rt -1 r - r t - lp )  " (4.10) 
Then it follows that 
S~-"-~1 = ( t'-p~T~-lri-'r/- it/ P'r/- 1 ) r~ (4.11) 
and, using the facts that S = S and $1"~'$2 = $1S2, we obtain 
- k • 
5=1 
Equation (4.12) with (4.9) provides the approximation solution of the inverse problem k when 
I-[in__l denotes the usual matrix multiplication, in the following order, 
S$1 = SJ  1 - S-1,-1" .. S~ "1 (4.13) 
i=1  
As Azi --. 0, our approximation solutions converge to the exact solution. 
In the case that the medium coefficients are constants, then all S/"-1 are equal and the so-called 
"doubling method" can be applied, for the case n = 2 rn for some positive integer m. 
5.  APPL ICAT ION TO RADIAT IVE  TRANSFER 
For application, we consider the problem of atmospheric effects on remote sensing. The ground 
radiance data R obtained by a remote sensor differs from the true radiance k, because of the effect 
of an atmospheric layer over the ground. The atmospheric effect can be explained ue to the mul- 
tiscattering taking place between the ground and atmospheric layers and within the atmospheric 
layer itself. It is necessary to consider the layer medium properties which are inhomogeneous in z 
(i.e., in optical depth) and anisotropic. For example, it is known that the characteristics and size 
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Figure 1. The ground reflection k and the over-all reflection P. 
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Figure 2. Specular eflected intensity Is(0) and diffused reflected intensity Id(O) at 
the ground. 
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Figure 3. Specular reflected intensity Is(h) and diffused reflected intensity lh(O) at 
the top of atmosphere. 
distribution of aerosols are generally different in the lower atmosphere (< 15 km) from those in 
the upper atmosphere [9]. To demonstrate our method, we consider the case k to be uniform in 
the plane perpendicular to z, see Figures 1-3. 
The ground reflection operator maps the incident radiation Ii(a) to Is(O) and Ia(O) at z = 0 
by 
kI,(O) = I8(0) + Id(O), (5.1) 
see Figures 2 and 3. Likewise at z = h, 
RIi(h) = Is(h) + Ia(h), (5.2) 
where RIi(h) is the data received by the remote sensor located above the atmosphere, while 
kIi(O) is the true ground reflected radiance which one is trying to obtain. So the inverse problem 
here is to try to recover kIi(O) from RIi(h). When there is no atmosphere, Ii(0) = Ii(h). It can 
be checked that R = R(k) satisfies equation (2.1) with initial condition R(0) = k. 
Applying our result to this problem, medium coefficients are related to the normalized "phase 
function" p, see [7,8,10] for details. In the operators notation, for example, 
[a. I_ (z)l (~a, #) at,=oav=op(Z;qa, tt;qa',#')I_ (z; qo',#') dqod#. (5.3) 
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Furthermore, p is only dependent on the difference of angles rather than their absolute values, 
p (z; ~, #; ~o', #') = p (z; ~o - ~o'; # - # ' ) ,  (5.4) 
and the local reciprocity principle holds [7], 
p (z; ~ - ~ ' ;  ~ - ~ ' )  = p (z; ~ - ~ ' ;  -~  + ~' )  
and 
p(z ;~-  ~ ' ,~  + ~') = p(z ;~-  ~ ' ; -~-  ~') .  (5.5) 
To further simplification, double integrations for operators are replaced by matrix multiplica- 
tions. We have the P .  I approximation for (5.3), where P = {Pij} and I = {Iij} are the n x n 
square matrix, by taking discrete values at (~oi, #j), i , j  = 1, 2 , . . .  , n. Because of the reciprocity 
principle, P is a self-adjoint matrix. 
For these approximations, all steps in Section 3 are reduced to solve n x n linear and self-adjoint 
matrix differential equations. And, in Section 4, the problem is reduced to computing inverses of 
a 2n x 2n matrix and computing under operators. All of the above procedures can be carried out 
on a large or parallel computer. Such numerical analysis and computational examples hould be 
developed in a separate paper. 
This work can be extended to the time-dependent case. The extended case [11] involves two 
more partial operators ~T~ and ~ than that in equation (2.1). Even if we assume that the 
system is time-invariant, our results presented in Sections 3 and 4 will involve convolutions. 
Therefore, in practice, it is a much more complicated problem. However, if we take advantage of 
the time-delay which occurs when the leading pulse hits a boundary of two different mediums, 
the time dependent case has an advance. For example, geophysicists used that to determine 
the surface structure of the earth. The inverse problem of a general model and analysis for the 
time-dependent case is yet to be fully developed. 
We consider the application of invariant imbedding to the inverse problem as a new, powerful 
tool to solve many physical problems. And we expect many applications to be developed from 
the methods presented here. 
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